追查迫害法轮功国际组织（追查国际）
World Organization to Investigate the Persecution of Falun Gong（WOIPFG）
To investigate the criminal conduct of all institutions, organizations, and individuals involved in the persecution of Falun Gong;
to bring such investigation, no matter how long it takes, no matter how far and deep we have to search, to full closure; to exercise
fundamental principles of humanity; and to restore and uphold justice in society

5. Ms. Sun, Beijing Red Cross Society Office, Chaoyang District Branch
Date: September 20, 2018
Phone Number: +86+1065094673
Summary
1. Regarding the organ donations, Beijing Red Cross Society did not open this business.
2. We only deal with body donation, no organ donation. You still must contact major hospitals for organ
donation.
3. We don’t have a direct contact relationship with the hospitals, due to the different nature of our work.
4. We only accept the work arrangements from Beijing Red Cross Society. What it arranges for us now are
three corresponding hospitals, for body donation.
5. We don’t have contact numbers of Chao-Yang Hospital or Armed Police General Hospital, “because we
don’t have any connection with them, and they don’t belong to our system.”
Phone Investigation
Ms. Sun: Hello, how are you?
Investigator: Hello, greetings! Is this Organ Donation Office of Beijing Chaoyang District Red Cross Society?
Ms. Sun: Hi, greetings! This is Beijing Chaoyang District Red Cross Society Office.
Investigator: Hi, hello! So, this is the case. I want your help and would like to consult you for advice. I have a
friend at Fengtai (District). He suffers from late stage liver cirrhosis, and needs a liver transplant. I
would like to ask about the situation of your organ donations. Could you help?
Ms. Sun: In that case, regarding the organ donations, Beijing Red Cross Society did not open this business.
Investigator: This business hasn’t been opened yet, right?
Ms. Sun: Correct. We only deal with body donation, no organ donation. You still must contact major hospitals
for organ donation.
Investigator: Oh~ the major hospitals. Then for the hospitals in your Chaoyang District, whom should people
contact (if they want to look for organs)?
Ms. Sun: We are not quite sure about this, because we don’t have a direct contact relationship with the
hospitals, due to the different nature of our work.
Investigator: Oh, then…
Ms. Sun: We only accept the work arrangements from Beijing Red Cross Society. What it arranges for us now
are three corresponding hospitals, for body donation. So, there is neither such information nor
document.
Investigator: So, three hospitals, which are they?
Ms. Sun: The three are, Capital Medical University…
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Investigator: Which else?
Ms. Sun: Peking Union Medical College…
Investigator: Peking Union Medical College, which else?
Ms. Sun: The other one is Peking University Health Science Center.
Investigator: Oh.
Ms. Sun: Could you write down their phone numbers and consult them?
Investigator: Oh, here is the situation. Now my friend is at Fengtai District. We want to contact such a hospital
(that has donated livers) by ourselves. We tried to contact Chao-Yang (Hospital) by ourselves. Do you
have a contact number for Chao-Yang Hospital or the Armed Police General Hospital?
Ms. Sun: I really don’t have it. We also search for it online, because we don’t have any connection with them,
and they don’t belong to our system.
Investigator: Oh, then I just want to ask you. Our district’s Beijing Red Cross Society’s organ donation work
hasn’t started yet. When will it start?
Ms. Sun: It has been discussed and analyzed in the (Beijing) City for a long time. It may require a lot, a lot of
coordination work, so we have always been paying attention to this issue. We have been doing body
donation for many years. We have heard that it has been operating recently, including training the
workers for organ donation. It might start soon.
Investigator: Oh, ok. Thank you!
Ms. Sun: Oh, you are welcome. Okay.
Investigator: How should I address you, please?
Ms. Sun: How to address me?
Investigator: Yeah, what’s your last name?
Ms. Sun: Oh, Sun. My last name is Sun.
Investigator: Ok, Sun, thank you very much!
Ms. Sun: You are welcome, goodbye!
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